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LISTEN, LEARN, LOVE GIVES YOU KEYS TO HAVE BETTER, MORE ENJOYABLE 
RELATIONSHIPS IN YOUR LIFE 

 

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — If you want to increase your self-confidence, or if you are tired of 
feeling lonely, misunderstood or frustrated with your spouse, kids, or coworkers, Susie 
Miller, known as The Better Relationship™ Coach, has what you need. 
 
“Listen, Learn, Love: How to Dramatically Improve Your Relationships In 30 Days or Less 
(Dunham Books, May 12, 2015) offers three simple skills to create better relationships in 
personal and professional arenas. Susie reminds us that relationships are the stuff of life, 
and in the end they are all that really matter, ” says David Dunham, Publisher, Dunham 
Books.  
 
Miller takes a broad brushstroke to apply Listen, Learn, Love to many types of relationships: 

 Marriages: moving from roommates to romance 

 Teens: disagreements to ‘discussions’ 

 Friends: surface to deeper connections 

 Family:  getting along instead of enduring family reunions 
 

She says, “For all our investments in career training, gym memberships, or financial futures, 
we often forget to invest in the most important and influential things in our lives: 
relationships. If relationships are the stuff of life, why are we rarely, if ever, taught how to 
create quality ones”?  
 
“This little book presents a clear, actionable wisdom you can use throughout life to help 
understand and transform your relationships,” says Andy Andrews, New York Times 
Bestselling Author of The Traveler’s Gift and The Noticer.   
 
The three symbols that Miller uses to stick with the reader are the conch shell for listen, 
glasses for learning others, and the heart for love.  
 
She believes that we frequently “hear,” but we don’t really listen or take in what another 
person communicates in their words, tone, and body language before we are ready to 
answer using our “inner Defense Attorney.”  

To learn someone involves intentionally seeking out below-the-surface revelations. Miller 
references how Harvey Mackay kept meticulous notes about his friends, colleagues, and 
clients and used this information to communicate his investment in the relationship.  
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The third, Love Well, hinges on the other two. “Love Well is choosing to put another person 
first, even when it is uncomfortable or not preferred by us.”   
 
She asks, “What if your conversations with your spouse led to deeper intimacy rather than 
distance? What if talks with your kids brought you closer together if they felt like you 
understood them and shared more openly? What if work relationships felt more like 
partnerships than transactions because the conversations and collaborations surrounding 
your work together were seamless”?  
 
Her book shows not only how to make dramatic improvements but how to do it in 30 days 
or less. 

Fox News’ Outnumbered Overtime discussed on April 29 “What makes a marriage work”?. 
The show’s host, Harris Faulkner, shared, “I think people want to know how to make their 
own relationships work.”  
 
Miller believes relationships are the currency of today and that learning to create and 
nurture significant relationships is essential to meaningful, enjoyable, and productive lives.      
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Susie Albert Miller, MA, MDiv is The Better Relationship Coach™. As a 
therapist/coach for 20+ years, Susie is passionate about helping people have better 
relationships with each other and themselves. Susie has helped people improve 
communication, increase intimacy, and create meaningful relationships. She enjoys 
equipping people to increase their self-confidence and live satisfying lives. She is a 
cancer survivor, and she and her husband John have been married 32 years, have 3 
adult children, and live in the DC area.  
 
She has appeared on NPR, Success in the City, Family Blog Talk Radio, and more. She 
has spoken at MOPS groups and YoungLife events. She emceed the event Lost Boys 
Found: A National Gathering supported and attended by Virginia Congressman Frank 
Wolfe and basketball star Manute Bol. 
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